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XD Apparel is a sustainable premium performance outerwear brand that strives to have the 
lightest environmental footprint. We design every product with one clear idea in mind: limit 
our impact on nature by reducing waste, energy and water use, and to work with suppliers and 
manufacturers that share our vision and respect the highest environmental and social standards. 
Guaranteed, and certified, by bluesign and third party auditors.

 
 Feel the diFFerenCe
 
XD Apparel takes great care to design garments that fit well and look good so that users will feel 
the difference. We have developed tailored cuts that offer clean aesthetics and high protection 
from foul weather so that users can enjoy them for a wide variety of uses and climate conditions. 
Our dedication to details, finishing and special features is how we believe we make products that 
are a cut above the market standards.

Last, but not least, by far, we work with fabric and component suppliers on the cutting edge of 
sustainability who have developed recycled materials and trimmings that perform, feel and look 
as well as or better than conventionally made products
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 SuStAinABLe

Sustainability is a holistic concept that 
encompasses everything we do at XD Apparel. 
it’s hardwired into our DnA. From start to finish, 
our focus is on clean design, clean manufacturing, 
and ultimately, clean end of life.

Clothing that is respectfully made minds the planet and the people. We are committed to being respectful 
at all levels, from ecological materials to fair working conditions in factories. Our garments are made in 
China by a pool of sustainable factories that comply with the highest international working standards. 
the factories are audited by world-leading inspection, verification and certification companies.

 ReCyCLABLe

We work closely with our suppliers to develop 
fabrics and components that help reduce waste. 
Our recycled polyester fabrics are made from 
post-consumer beverage bottles that would 
otherwise end up in landfills or be burnt.

 ReSpOnSiBLe
 
We are all responsible for the future of our planet. XD Apparel is well aware that business as usual is no 
longer possible. this is why we are taking action now: reducing toxic chemistry, encouraging recycling, 
supporting fair working conditions, and exploring all the ways in which we can play a role in inspiring 
change. 

Our values

XD Apparel jackets are made in polyester 
recycled from post-consumer beverage 
bottles, which contributes to reducing waste. 
Recycled polyester is considered one of the 
most sustainable fibers available, rating well 
even against organic cotton. A recent Life Cycle 
Analysis comparing recycled polyester with 
standard polyester concluded that the recycled 
fiber has a lighter carbon footprint because it 
requires less energy to produce (40-85% less), 
thereby reducing its impact on global warming 
potential (GWp) by 25-75%. the study also found 
that mechanically recycled polyester, the fiber 
XD Apparel uses, has a better environmental 
profile than chemically recycled polyester.  
 
We are, however, dependent on availability and 
progress in both recycling processes and textile 
technologies, which means that the fabrics  

XD Apparel now uses are made in 100% recycled 
polyester when possible and in a blend of 50% 
recycled polyester with 50% virgin polyester, when 
no other option is satisfactory. Our suppliers are 
working to increase the recycled content without 
sacrificing quality. each fabric is chosen to offer 
the best combination of performance, durability, 
wearer comfort and environmental impact. 
 
We work with suppliers that share our values and 
strive to reduce the environmental footprint of 
their products and business, these include leading 
maker of fastening solutions yKK and global 
thermal insulation manufacturer thermore®.

Our materials are recycled
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bluesign® for a 

cleaner planet

bluesign® is widely considered the best-practice approach in performance apparel. the highly 
specialized audit company ensures that every stage of the manufacturing process complies with its 
strict environmental and performance standards. 

there is no room for compromise. the certification process requires that all component and 
ingredient suppliers, including dyes, convert their internal processes to bluesign® standards. the 
effort is definitely worth it, for everyone involved – suppliers, customers, and the  environment. 
 
 100% of all outer shell fabrics used
 by XD Apparel is certified bluesign® approved fabrics.  
 
We are proud to be a part of the drive to make the world a better place byrespecting 
the demanding standards set down by world-leading certification organizations.  
We stand by these principles and hope you do too. 

environmental 
standards

 tHe Five bluesign® pRinCipLeS

ReSOuRCe pRODuCtivity

Achieving maximum quality and added value 

using minimum resources and with the least 

possible environmental impact.

COnSumeR SAFety  

Consumer safety means not only that the 

textiles need to be of high quality and without 

health risks, but also the assurance that all the 

principles of sustainability are applied during 

the production process.

AiR emiSSiOnS

Air emissions need to comply with strictly 

controlled limits along the entire production chain. 

using low emission components and optimizing 

energy use reduces the overall CO2 load.

 

WAteR emiSSiOnS

Water emission control aims to release purified 

water back into the natural cycle, causing the 

least possible pollution of rivers, lakes and seas. 

this is achieved by using ecologically harmless 

components and by optimizing production and 

wastewater treatment processes.

OCCupAtiOnAL HeALtH AnD SAFety

this involves the health and safety of employees 

in the textile industry. it means that weak points 

that might exist locally can be detected and 

improved in line with regulations.
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A thoughtfuL geSture

RECYCLED GARMENT BAG

BEST IN CLASS FIT

Superior tAiLoring

Men

WoMen

chest
waist
hip

chest
waist
hip

Every XD Apparel jacket is delivered with a garment bag made in 
a recycled non-woven fabric plus recycled hanger. This garment 
bag protects the jacket throughout the manufacturing stages and is 
designed to be used and re-used, effectively replacing conventional 
polybags that usually end up directly in landfills.

Design, fit and aesthetics are some of the reasons people form close bonds with the clothing they love to 
wear. Our goal with XD Apparel is to make garments that last and are worn with long-lasting enjoyment. 
Clothing that fits well and performs well, durably. This is why we are particularly attentive to best-in-class 
grading and fitting in our quest to make clothing that users will want to wear.

chest

waist

hip
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XD Apparel is a sustainable, high 
performance outerwear label of high 
quality garments with the lightest 
environmental footprint. XD Apparel is 
starting with a clean slate. This means 
we have a unique opportunity to make 
garments the way they ought to be made. 
Our goal is to use existing resources as 
much as possible, and our long-term 
ambition is to make them fully recyclable. 

SCAN & DISCOvER

Who We Are
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brussels

brussels

helsinki

sofia

+

+

Thermore has a super soft, luxurious hand that feels like down, but no animal was mistreated in making 
the material! High performance Thermore thermal insulation outperforms down on several counts:

• Water resistance: the hydrophobic polyester fiber makes Thermore® naturally water  
 repellent, it won’t lose its loft or thermal insulation when wet and it also protects from light rain

•  Easy care and 100% hassle-free: Thermore® can be machine washed at 30°C as often as needed

•  Durability: no fiber migration, no drop in performance 

•  Sustainability: 50% recycled polyester content 

100% performance

 0% down

Thermore®

layer

on layer
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oslo stockholm

helsinki

riga

dublin hamburg

warsaw

the Xd AppAreL coLLection fAbricS

FABRIC

FABRIC

FABRIC

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

The ideal solution to keep the cold out and the warmth inside, XD SOFT pairs premium 
recycled polyester outer fabric and lining with Aria insulation by Thermore®, a high 
quality down substitute engineered to deliver the best combination of wearer comfort 
and thermoregulation.

The recycled polyester face fabric and lining are made from PET bottles, currently 
considered the most sustainable fiber in performance outerwear. Boasting a soft hand 
that rivals natural down and superior warmth-to-weight properties, Aria insulation by 
Thermore® is 98% air, part of the reason it breathes and regulates body temperature 
so well. XD Apparel has chosen two weights, a high-loft 170g/m2 Aria insulation 

Made from post-consumer beverage bottles, recycled polyester is currently 
considered the most sustainable fiber in performance outerwear. The rugged 
canvas face fabric has a distinct mélange texture that is highly durable and its rough 
and ready aesthetic will look as good in city streets as it performs well outdoors. All  
XD Apparel fabrics and components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact 

Made from post-consumer beverage bottles, recycled polyester is currently considered 
the most sustainable fiber in performance outerwear. All XD Apparel fabrics and 
components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact on the environment. The 

for classic puff jackets and a lighter weight 115g/m2 insulation for slim, close-fitting 
garments designed to be worn alone or layered. Thermore® insulation feels like natural 
down but doesn’t come with the ethical issues associated with natural materials drawn 
from animals. it won’t lose its warmth when wet, it is easy to care for and dries fast. In 
addition, Thermore® shares our vision of reducing waste and is continually increasing 
the percentage of recycled content in its products; Aria currently contains 50% recycled 
polyester.

on the environment. The water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to 
provide additional comfort and weather protection without being detrimental to the 
environment.

water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to provide additional comfort and 
weather protection without being detrimental to the environment.

This high performance fabric is engineered for extreme protection from rain and wind 
while offering a high level of breathability for advanced wearer comfort whatever the 
weather. The discreetly textured rugged canvas face fabric boasts an authentic look and 
feel that infuses our classic tailored styles with casual versatility.

This high performance fabric is engineered for good protection from wind while being 
ultra light. It as a durable water repellent treatment to keep away smooth summer rains. 
Soft and classic hand feel  for casual and versatile styles with satiné look.
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sofia

brussels

lisbon

the Xd AppAreL coLLection fAbricS

FABRIC

FABRIC

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS

A super flex four-way stretch soft shell designed to provide superior comfort and freedom 
of movement, XD Comfort combines premium recycled polyester with 14% spandex. The 
stretchy, supple and smooth soft shell fabric moves with the body and the gray contrast 
brushed fleece back guarantees cozy warmth.

Made from plastic bottles, recycled polyester helps reduce waste while matching the 
performance characteristics of polyester made from oil. The high stretch soft shell is 
lined with a soft, brushed fleece fabric for improved wearer comfort. This weatherproof 
4-way stretch soft shell fabric will keep users dry and comfortable thanks to its high 
waterproofness and breathability (10,000/10,000), wind protection and water repellency. 

Made from plastic bottles, recycled polyester helps reduce waste while matching the 
performance characteristics of polyester made from oil. The high stretch soft shell is lined 
with a thin tricot fabric for improved wearer comfort. This 4-way stretch soft shell fabric 
will keep users cool and comfortable thanks to its natural wind protection and water 
repellency. A super low-weight bonded fabric, XD Comfort light is a versatile, single-layer 

A mid-weight bonded fabric, XD Comfort is a versatile, single-layer performance solution 
for a wide array of weather conditions. Its smooth, slightly matte aspect also takes color 
beautifully to display the full intensity of the XD Apparel color palette. All XD Apparel 
fabrics and components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact on the 
environment. The water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to deliver 
performance and protection without harming the environment.

performance solution for fresh weather conditions. Its smooth, slightly matte aspect also 
takes color beautifully to display the full intensity of the XD Apparel color palette. All XD 
Apparel fabrics and components are certified by bluesign® to have the least impact on 
the environment. The water repellent finish is made with non-toxic chemistry to deliver 
performance and protection without harming the environment.

A super flex and super light four-way stretch soft shell designed to provide superior 
comfort and freedom of movement, XD Comfort light combines premium recycled 
polyester with 14% spandex. The stretchy, supple and smooth soft shell fabric moves 
with the body while being super light, second skin sensation for cool summer conditions.

FABRIC

LOW IMPACT MATERIALS
Boasting a high percentage of recycled polyester, our XD Shell fabric is light in weight 
and on the planet, durable and sustainable. The soft and smooth face fabric is paired with 
a brushed-for-comfort mesh lining that meets our goal to deliver high quality protection 
and style in outerwear.  The sustainable bluesign® certified coating provides multi-
functional performance and protection (3,000 waterproofness, 3,000 breathability, 

windproofness, water repellency) that will move seamlessly throughout the day and all 
of its unpredictability’s. The water repellent finish contains no harmful substances and 
measures up to our strict standards of sustainable and lasting performance. 

Our shell fabric is made in a blend of recycled and virgin polyester to ensure superior 
performance while reducing waste and contributing to a cleaner planet. The soft and 
durable face fabric offers all-around protection from rain and wind and the light gray 
contrast mesh lining infuses a subtle aesthetic touch.
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hamburg
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t170

t470

XS - XL
S - XXXL

01

01

30

30

60

60

99

99
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SporT caSual refined
A timeless design with a sporty edge and unconditional 
versatility, Hamburg is the go-to jacket for urban 
and active lifestyles. The straight cut body, made 
in sustainably-sourced XT Trend light polyester, is 
trimmed with wide 2x2 ribbing at the hem and cuffs 

to keep the drafts at bay. The minimalist style includes 
two hand pockets on the outside, two pockets inside, 
and a headphone-out passage. The contrasting colored 
zipper teeth infuse a retro sporty aesthetic to a jacket 
that will excel in any environment.

low impacT maTerialS
Weatherproof and breathable lighter weight 
textured weave, a high comfort protective shell

WHITE

WHITE

NAvY

NAvY

RED

RED

BLACk

BLACk

BODYFIT REGuLAR (MEN)

STANDARD REGuLAR (WOMEN)
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SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN

Strong pointS
• The perfect classic jacket
•  Nice and rich colour combos
• versatile spring and summer use
• Fits everyone

Shell:  XD TREND LIGHT 59% recycled polyester  
 41% polyester
Lining:  Mesh 100% polyester, Taffetas 100%  
 polyester (sleeves)

Fleece collar

Inside pocket

Elastic band sleeve

Inside pocket
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lisbon
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t180

t480

XS - XL
S - XXXL

20

20

30

30

35

35

60

60

99

99

The make-my-day SofT Shell 
Taking the soft shell to new levels of performance 
and comfort, Lisbon packs multiple features in its 
clean, streamlined design. The highly breathable 
four-way stretch XD Comfort Light fabric and fully 
offer protection from the cold and wind without 
compromising freedom of movement. The fitted shape 

will accommodate all needs with its 2 hand pockets, 
chest pocket and zippered sleeve pocket on the left 
arm, as well as a headphone-out passage and hood. 
Never has a soft shell gone to such lengths to keep in 
stride with today’s active lifestyles.

Elastic band sleeve

Inside pocket

Sleeve with zipper

hood

low impacT maTerialS
Our light weight soft shell offers 4-way stretch and 
great weather protection

Strong pointS
• Extreme comfort fit because 4 ways stretch fabric
•  versatile jacket because it is ultra-light
• urban and Sporty
• Pure and ergonomic design

Shell:  XD COMFORT LIGHT 86% recycled  
 polyester 14% spandex

YELLOW

YELLOW

NAvY

NAvY

BLuE HEAvEN

BLuE HEAvEN

RED

RED

BLACk

BLACk

STANDARD REGuLAR (MEN)

BODYFIT REGuLAR (WOMEN)
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SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN
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sofia
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XS - XL
S - XXXL

t440

t140

30

30

50

50

90

90

35

35

40

40

BuilT To moVe SinGle layer SoluTion
Sofia is XD Apparel’s versatile soft shell jacket featuring 
a sporty tailored design including a slightly longer back 
for added protection and raglan sleeves for enhanced 
ease of movement. The 4-way stretch fabric is bonded 
to a soft gray contrast fleece to deliver superior 

comfort in a one-layer solution designed to adapt to all 
conditions. It also packs all the performance features 
of an outerwear jacket offering high waterproofness 
and breathability as well as wind protection and water 
repellency.

low impacT maTerialS
Stretchy and cozy waterproof, breath-  able and 
windproof soft shell fabric

Inside mesh pocket

Sleeve with zipper

Rounded backside

Decoration example
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SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN

NAvY SuNSET BLACkBLuE HEAvEN DARk LIME

NAvY SuNSET BLACkBLuE HEAvEN DARk LIME

BODYFIT REGuLAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGuLAR (MEN)

Strong pointS
•  Extreme comfort fit because 4 ways stretch fabric
•  versatile use: all year around jacket 
•  urban and sporty, pure and ergonomic

Shell:  XD COMFORT 86% recycled polyester  
 14% spandex
Lining:  Brushed fleece 100% polyester
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dublin
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t160

t460

XS - XL
S - XXXL

30

30

99

99

Tailored for funcTion and STyle
An instant classic, Dublin revamps the iconic field jacket 
with our eco-performance fabrics in a finely tailored 
design that offers the ideal mix of function and fashion. 
Made in a lightly textured XT Trend light polyester 
with a mesh lining, the authentic style will protect 
from the elements without losing any of its cool. The 

fitted shape features adjustable tabs at the waist, four 
standard issue utility pockets and dual position snaps 
at the cuffs. Engineered down to the last detail, the 
high-stand collar houses a stow-away hood under a 
low profile zipper.

low impacT maTerialS
Weatherproof and breathable lighter weight 
textured weave, a high comfort protective shell

BODYFIT REGuLAR (MEN)

STANDARD REGuLAR (WOMEN)

NAvY

NAvY

BLACk

BLACk

SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN

Strong pointS
• urban and trendy look
•  Classic shape twisted by modern fabric

Shell:  XD TREND LIGHT 59% recycled polyester  
 41% polyester
Lining:  Mesh 100% polyester, Taffetas 100%  
 polyester (sleeves)
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Pocket

Dual snap cufs

Collar with stow-away hood

hood
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t450

t150

30

30

01

01

90

90

XS - XL
S - XXXL

The ulTimaTe all-weaTher Shell
Brussels is XD Apparel’s versatile and multiple-featured 
shell jacket packing high performance in a clean and 
fitted design. A perfect crossover jacket for the city 
and the outdoors, it is made with a waterproof and 
breathable, windproof and water repellent recycled 

polyester shell fabric which has a fine and smooth hand 
feel. Among its many tailored details, Brussels boasts 
pre-shaped arms for ease of movement, multiple 
pockets and discreet under arm ventilation.  

low impacT maTerialS
Waterproof, breathable and windproof shell fabric 
for everyday and rainy days

Printer zipper

Taped seams

vecro band on sleeve

Inside pocket

SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN
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WHITE

WHITE

NAvY

NAvY

BLACk

BLACk

BODYFIT REGuLAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGuLAR (MEN)

Strong pointS
•  Perfect fitting (pre-shaped sleeves, waist parts)
•  versatile use
•  Technical performances

Shell:  XD Shell 55% recycled polyester, 45%  
 polyester
Lining:  Brushed mesh 
 100% Polyester / taffetas 100% polyester
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t420

t120

30 50 90

9030 35

XS - XL
S - XXXL

QuinTeSSenTial liGhTweiGhT warmTh
A minimalist, modern and versatile vest to wear alone 
or as a thermal layer under a shell jacket, Helsinki will 
keep the core warm while allowing unlimited layering 
options. Lined with the best down alternative, a warm 

and easy care Thermore® Aria padding, its shaped 
seaming will offer a great fit on both men and women. 
This is a classic design with enduring appeal.

low impacT maTerialS
Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

Fleece chin protector

Inside pocket

Decoration example

Decoration example

BODYFIT REGuLAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGuLAR (MEN)

SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN

Strong pointS
•  Warmth** 
    and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% Polyester
padding:  Aria 115 gsm 100% Polyester
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NAvY SuNSET BLACk

BLACkNAvY BLuE HEAvEN
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stockholm
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t410

t110

30

30

50

50

90

90

35

35

40

40

XS - XL
S - XXXL

STreamlined Thermal comforT
Stockholm is the ideal padded jacket for versatile 
use as a stand-alone piece or for layering. The long 
sleeve slim padded jacket is made with Aria Thermore® 
padding which boasts a soft and downy hand, superior 

warmth-to-weight and the ease of care and fast drying 
properties of sustainable recycled polyester. Tight 
quilting lines keep the jacket close to the body, while 
shaped seams provide a more fitted look for women.

low impacT maTerialS
Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

Inside pocket

Elastic band sleeve

Decoration example

Decoration example

BODYFIT SLIM (WOMEN)

STANDARD SLIM (MEN)

NAvY SuNSET BLACkBLuE HEAvEN

SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN

Strong pointS
•  Warmth** 
 and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% Polyester
padding:  Aria 115 gsm 100% Polyester

DARk LIME

NAvY SuNSET BLACkBLuE HEAvEN DARk LIME
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warsaw
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t430

t130

30

30

50

50

90

90

35

35

40

40

XS - XL
S - XXXL

adVanced full-feaTured ShelTer
A slim insulated jacket with hood for added protection 
all year round Warsaw is a full-featured lightweight 
thermal layer that can be worn alone or layered when 
needed. The minimalist design is engineered for 
comfort, in regular fit for men and in an anatomical 

closer fit for women. The shaped hood fits snuggly 
on the head and won’t impede vision. Lightweight 
Aria Thermore® insulation provides downy softness, 
exceptional heat retention without bulk, superior ease 
of care and, it dries fast.

low impacT maTerialS
Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

Elastic band sleeve

Inside pocket

Main Ykk zipper

Insulated hood

BODYFIT SLIM (WOMEN)

STANDARD SLIM (MEN)

NAvY SuNSET BLACkBLuE HEAvEN

SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN

Strong pointS
•  Warmth**  
 and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  versatile use: Spring jacket/second layer
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% polyester
padding:  Aria 115 gsm 100% polyester

DARk LIME

NAvY SuNSET BLACkBLuE HEAvEN DARk LIME
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t400

t100

30 50 90

9030 35

XS - XL
S - XXXL

SnuG warmTh wiThouT weiGhT

low impacT maTerialS

Oslo is XD Apparel’s best all-round winter jacket. Its 
carefully crafted design means it won’t look or feel 
boxy, while shaped seaming for women provide a snug 
and close fit. Minimal quilting lines create a clean and 
lean silhouette while allowing room for layering and 

freedom of movement. For extra protection against the 
cold, we’ve added a fitted, detachable hood, and soft 
and warm wrist cuffs will keep the cold air from coming 
in.

Superior warmth, lightness, easy care, water 
resistance and windproofness

SIzES WOMEN
SIzES MEN

Detachable hood

Pouch

Inside mesh pocket

Decoration example

BODYFIT REGuLAR (WOMEN)

STANDARD REGuLAR (MEN)
NAvY SuNSET

Strong pointS
•  Warmth*** 
    and easy care (polyester padding Aria)
•  Packable jacket
•  Perfect look (color playful/nice fit)

Shell:  XD SOFT 100% Recycled Polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% Polyester
padding:  Aria 170 gsm 100% Polyester

BLACk

BLACkNAvY BLuE HEAvEN
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riga
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t900

90

S - XXXL

hiGh performance auThenTiciTy
Riga is XD Apparel’s authentic multi-pocket, hooded 
and padded parka made in a rugged and sustainable 
recycled polyester textured canvas face fabric that 
wears well and looks even better. Carefully crafted 
panels in front and back infuse character to the 

rough and ready design. Additional features include 
shaped elbows to shave off excess fabric and provide 
unrestricted movement, a snap flap over the front 
zipper to keep water out and a wealth of pockets on 
the outside and inside. 

low impacT maTerialS
Highly waterproof, breathable and windproof shell 
fabric made for extreme conditions

Printer zipper

Elastic cord

zipper

Taped seams

STANDARD REGuLAR (uNISEX)

BLACk

SIzES uNISEX
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Strong pointS
•  urban and trendy look
•  The real all-purpose Parka
•  unisex model

Shell:  XD TREND fancy canvas 
 100% recycled polyester
Lining:  Taffetas 100% polyester
padding:  100% polyester
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SophiSticAted brAnding

coLor cuStoMizAtion

zipper puLLerS

Our extensive range of distinctive yet subtle customization options 
brings branding to a new level of sophistication and refinement. Our 
printing and customizing facilities boast state-of-the-art equipment 
and experienced staff. We promote a minimalistic subtle imprint so 
the receiver will use the jacket even after the event. Our integrated 
service guarantees fast response times to all requests and represents 
our commitment to local manufacturing and communities.

Details count. Every last detail is carefully crafted to 
improve the wearer experience, complement your 
corporate identity and lighten our impact on the planet. 
This is why XD Apparel goes to great lengths to offer an 
extensive selection of customization options. 

Our zipper pullers are available, on stock, in nine different 
colors, for a cost-effective branding opportunity. Match 
the zipper puller with the color of your corporate logo 
or play mix and match by combining complementary 
tones or adopt a subtle approach with monochromatic 
gradations.
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